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Micro Focus and HPE
Hybrid infrastructure cloud management

Micro Focus Policy Management
Comprehensive AD policy management extends AD to Linux, Unix and cloud resources

Micro Focus Hybrid Cloud Management
Adaptive design and on-demand deployment of composable hybrid resources and software stacks

Microsoft Azure
Azure Stack

Micro Focus Hybrid Cloud Management
Adaptive service designs and a master orchestrator “Build once, deploy anywhere” with parameters & options

Aggregate, broker and offer private and public cloud services

Applications, middleware, databases, SDNs hypervisors, monitoring

Achieve maximum return from both your Microsoft operating environments and your software defined infrastructure
The path to comprehensive policy management

AD Bridge 1.0 (May 2019) - Extend AD to Linux resources

Policy Compliance Assessor 1.0 (Aug 2019) - Migrate GPOs to Intune (Azure)

AD Bridge 2.0 (Oct 2019) - Extend AD to Linux, UNIX, and cloud resources

Universal Policy Administrator 1.0 (Dec 2019) - Consolidate and simplify enterprise and cloud policy management
Micro Focus AD Bridge
The reality without AD Bridge
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Micro Focus AD Bridge 2.0
Extend the power of Active Directory to non-Windows and cloud resources
Micro Focus AD Bridge benefits

- Extend AD controls to Linux
- Leverage existing toolsets and investments
- Simplify security and configuration with policy
- Reduce risk and ease compliance
- Prepare for future cloud and SaaS capabilities
How are we different?

AD Bridge 2.0 (now available)

✓ Single IAM/policy vendor coverage and visibility across the environment

✓ Extend to cloud-based Linux resources (VMs, apps, databases, etc.)

✓ Leverage established AD config controls in place of scripting and local account management

✓ Utilize native firewall services and settings in IPTables

✓ Leverage the completeness of audit coverage and reporting
Micro Focus Policy Compliance Assessor (PCA)
Policy management in the cloud today – AD vs. Intune
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Micro Focus Policy Compliance Assessor (PCA)
Assess cloud readiness and migrate policies from AD to Intune
Micro Focus Policy Assessor benefits

- Accelerate your transition to the cloud
- Improve cloud security with proven controls
- Discover cloud-readiness in minutes
- Streamline Group Policy migrations
- Simplify audits across hybrid resources
How are we different?

Policy Compliance Assessor 1.0

✓ We provide a unique breadth of capabilities (privilege + delegation + policy + IAM) to completely transform how policies are managed

✓ PCA is the only tool on the market that addresses the challenge of moving GPOs to Microsoft Intune effectively
Micro Focus Universal Policy Administrator
Everyone has policy silos
Everyone has unmanaged/under-managed resources
Universal Policy Administrator (UPA)
Centralize policy management across the entire enterprise
How are we different?

Universal Policy Administrator 1.0 (available Nov 2019)

- We provide a unique breadth of capabilities (privilege + delegation + policy + IAM) to completely transform how policies are managed

- UPA is the only tool on the market that addresses the challenge of consolidating policy siloes
The path to comprehensive policy management

- **AD Bridge 1.0** (May 2019) - Extend AD to Linux resources
- **Policy Compliance Assessor 1.0** (Aug 2019) - Migrate GPOs to Intune (Azure)
- **AD Bridge 2.0** (Oct 2019) - Extend AD to Linux, UNIX, and cloud resources
- **Universal Policy Administrator 1.0** (Dec 2019) - Consolidate and simplify enterprise and cloud policy management